MINUTES OF SILSDEN TOWN COUNCIL FINANCE & PLANNING COMMITTEES IN THE
COUNCIL CHAMBER, SILSDEN TOWN HALL ON Thursday 16th March 2006

No finance meeting called

Commenced 7.40pm Concluded 8.45pm

Present: Cllrs Elsmore, Brown & Bottomley Public(0)

Cllr Elsmore in the Chair

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE:- Cllrs Coward, Naylor & Walton

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST- None

3. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING – minutes of 16/2/06 were signed as a true and accurate record.

4. MATTERS ARISING from 3 –None

5. PLANNING APPLICATIONS-
   - 06/01604/ful 7 Telford Close Extension
   - 06/01368/ful 9 Banklands Ave Extension
   - 06/01365/ful 5 The kingfishers Conversion of garage to kitchen
   - 06/00844/ful Demo redundant farm buildings and conversion of barn to 2 houses Swartha House farm, Hawber Lane
   - 06/01127/ful Land nrth 30 Hunters Meadow Detached dwelling
   - 06/00928/ful 13 Woodside Extension

No objections were raised on these plans though council query whether there is appropriate distance between the neighbouring boundary at Banklands in light of the height of the extension.

A list of BMDC grants and refusals was read out.

Notification of sections proposed for deletion of footpaths 16 & 18 and the addition of a new claimed footpath was passed to the footpath association as this council had no evidence to contradict the application.

6. OTHER PLANNING MATTERS AND UDP-
   Council were made aware of numerous complaints for the repainting of the building formally known as Bonapart’s. This matter had been passed on to ward councillors to investigate.

7. PUBLIC ADJOURNMENT- None.

Confirm Date Of Next meeting to be 20th April 2006.

BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING AT 8.45pm

........................................
Chair 16/03/06